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Abstract Objective: To quantify drug-induced changes in right ventricular (RV) systolic function after administration of pimobendan and atenolol.
Animals: 80 healthy privately-owned dogs.
Methods: Using a prospective, blinded, fully-crossed study design with randomized drug administration, RV systolic function was determined twice at two time periods; before and 3 h after administration of pimobendan (0.25 mg/kg PO) or atenolol (1 mg/kg PO). Indices of RV systolic function included tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), fractional area change (FAC), pulsed-wave tissue Doppler-derived systolic myocardial velocity of the lateral tricuspid annulus (S'), and speckle-tracking-derived global longitudinal RV free wall strain and strain rate. The effect of treatment on percent change from baseline RV function was analyzed with a linear mixed model including the covariates heart rate, body weight, age, gender, drug sequence, and time period.
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Results: All indices showed a significant ($p < 0.0001$) increase and decrease from baseline following pimobendan and atenolol, respectively. Significant differences from baseline were attributed to drug treatment ($p < 0.0001$); whereas, effects of other covariates were not significant. The greatest percent changes, but also highest variability, were observed for $S'$ and strain rate ($p < 0.0001$). Postatenolol, a significantly greater proportion of dogs exceeded the repeatability coefficient of variation for FAC and $S'$ compared to TAPSE ($p < 0.007$).

Conclusions: Echocardiographic indices in healthy dogs tracked expected changes in RV systolic function following pimobendan and atenolol and warrant study in dogs with cardiovascular disease.

Introduction

The clinical assessment of right ventricular (RV) systolic function is underdeveloped and has largely been ignored in dogs. In contrast, the quantitative assessment of RV function in people is useful for clinical decision-making and provides prognostic data for those affected with right heart-specific diseases, as well as left heart-specific diseases including mitral and aortic valve disease and idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy, often independent of pulmonary hypertension status. Similar diseases affect dogs; therefore, a study investigating the quantitative assessment of canine RV function is warranted.

Echocardiography is the most practical method for assessment of RV structure and function, though is limited by load-dependence, coarse trabeculae, and subdivided anatomy that is less amenable to geometric shape assumptions. Despite these challenges, physicians utilize a number of echocardiographic indices of RV function, each with inherent advantages and disadvantages that have been validated against a gold standard. These indices include M-mode-derived tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), the 2-dimensional (2D) surrogate of RV ejection fraction (EF) – RV percent fractional area change (FAC), tissue Doppler imaging (TDI)-derived systolic myocardial velocity of the lateral tricuspid annulus ($S'$), and speckle-tracking echocardiography (STE)-derived systolic longitudinal RV strain and strain rate.

Echocardiographic indices of RV systolic function may be useful for the identification and quantification of RV dysfunction in the dog, but studies attempting to validate these indices are needed. This study evaluated 5 echocardiographic indices of RV systolic function in the conscious healthy dog over 3 contractile states (baseline, increased and decreased function). Specifically, the objective of this study was to determine if TAPSE, FAC, $S'$, global longitudinal RV free wall STE-derived strain and strain rate could track anticipated changes in RV systolic function following a single oral dose of pimobendan and atenolol in dogs. We hypothesized that the proposed echocardiographic indices can be acquired and used to detect changes in RV systolic function following the administration of pimobendan (expected to increase systolic function) and atenolol (expected to decrease systolic function) in conscious healthy dogs.

Animals, materials and methods

All procedures in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the Veterinary Medical Center Clinical Research and Teaching Advisory Committee at The Ohio State University. Written consent authorizing...
participation of dogs in the study was obtained from all dog owners.

Animals

Eighty privately-owned mature (≥8 months) dogs of varying breed and body weight (n = 40 > 15 kg; n = 40 ≤ 15 kg) were enrolled in this study as well as another study determining repeatability and reference intervals for RV systolic function indices.17 To be enrolled, dogs had to be deemed healthy based on medical history, physical examination, and a thorough screening echocardiogram and were excluded if they 1) had pathologic heart murmur, gallop sound, or (non-sinus) arrhythmia; 2) had history of respiratory disease; 3) were taking medications known to affect the cardiovascular or respiratory system; 4) demonstrated an uncooperative temperament during the screening echocardiogram; 5) were a Boxer dog or English bulldog (due to risk of undetected arrhythmogenic RV cardiomyopathy); and 6) had an abnormality identified on a baseline 2D, M-mode, and Doppler echocardiogram. Due to the high prevalence of canine physiologic tricuspid and pulmonary valve regurgitation,18 tricuspid or pulmonary valve regurgitation discovered with color Doppler echocardiography was permitted given that it was silent to auscultation and valve morphology was normal.

Study design

This was a prospective, blinded, randomized, crossover study. Immediately following a baseline echocardiographic study, each dog was administered a single oral dose of either pimobendanc (0.25 mg/kg) or atenolol (1 mg/kg). The order of drug administration was randomizedd with drug administration blinded to the investigators. Three hours post-pill, all dogs underwent a second echocardiographic study to evaluate the effect of the drug on RV systolic function. This time point was selected because in the dog, peak blood concentration of both pimobendan19 and atenolol20 have been shown to occur within approximately 3 h following oral administration. Within a 3-week time period and following a minimum 72-h washout period, each dog underwent a second baseline and post-drug echocardiographic study using the alternate drug. Thus, each dog underwent four echocardiographic studies — twice for baseline, once after pimobendan, and once after atenolol.

Echocardiographic examination

Conventional and Doppler echocardiography

All echocardiographic studies were performed by the same trained investigator (L.C.V.) using continuous ECG monitoring and an echocardiographic systeme equipped with 4S (1.5–5.0 MHz), 7S (3.5–8.0 MHz), and 10S (4.4–10 MHz) phased-array transducers matched to the size of the dog. Dogs were manually restrained in right and left lateral recumbency without the use of sedation. Conventional imaging planes21 were utilized and all raw data were captured digitally for off-line analysis at a digital workstation.

Echocardiographic indices of right ventricular systolic function

All indices of RV systolic function were acquired from a modified (more cranial) left apical 4-chamber view optimized for the right heart in which the longitudinal dimension of the RV was maximized. At least 10 cardiac cycles of each RV function index were acquired and stored, with the value for each RV function index at each time point determined from the average of 5 representative and not necessarily consecutive cardiac cycles. The heart rate recorded represented the average heart rate of each of the 5 cardiac cycles used to determine the RV function index value. Image quality and resolution of the RV myocardial and endomyocardial borders (including the RV apex region) were continuously assessed and optimized. An attempt was made to record and store data during periods of eupnea.

Measurement of TAPSE consisted of quantifying the maximal longitudinal displacement of the lateral tricuspid valve annulus toward the RV apex and was generated from M-mode recordings with the cursor as parallel as possible to the majority of the RV free wall (Fig. 1). On rare occasion (<10% of recordings) the anatomic M-mode technique22 was activated on stored images when conventional M-mode recordings were suboptimal e.g., inadequate parallel alignment to the RV free wall or an inability to clearly identify the tricuspid annular motion on the M-mode recording. Measurements for TAPSE were made in a leading edge-to-leading edge manner at sweep speeds of at least 66 mm/s. For FAC determination, measurements of RV area

c Vetmedin, Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica, Inc., St. Joseph, MO, USA.
d http://www.randomizer.org/.
e Vivid 7 Dimension with EchoPAC software package, version BT09, GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA.
were obtained by tracing the RV endocardial border at end-diastole (RVA_D), defined as the onset of the R wave on the ECG, and end-systole (RVA_S), defined as the smallest chamber dimension immediately prior to tricuspid valve opening (Fig. 1). Right ventricular percent FAC was calculated using the formula: FAC = ([RVA_D - RVA_S]/RVA_D) x 100. Pulsed-wave TDI of longitudinal myocardial motion at the level of the lateral tricuspid annulus (S') (Fig. 1). For accurate S' determination, the cursor was aligned as parallel as possible with the majority of the RV free wall, sample volume varied from 1 to 4 mm based on size of dog, and frame rate was maximized (at least 125 frames/second). Measurements of S' were made at sweep speeds of at least 66 mm/s.

Strain and strain rate measurements were made with proprietary 2D speckle-tracking software.\(^{4}\) As no defined RV STE algorithm was available, the left ventricular 2 chamber algorithm was employed. The optimal frame rate for canine RV STE is currently unknown; therefore, three 2D RV cine loops each were acquired at maximum, at 1 setting less than maximum, and at 2 settings less than the maximum frame rate. Event timing for pulmonary valve opening and closure was timed to the ECG via a continuous wave Doppler recording of pulmonary outflow velocity. Large deviations in heart rate were avoided for event timing, as these measurements were made on cardiac cycles separate from

---

\(^{4}\) EchoPAC 2D Strain software, Q-Analysis (strain module), version 6.1, GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA.
the measured indices. Only RV free wall longitudinal strain and strain rate were studied as longitudinal motion has been recognized to be the major contributor to RV contraction in the dog. \(^{23}\) The region of interest for STE was defined by manually tracing the RV free wall endocardial border from the level of the tricuspid valve annulus to the RV apex followed by adjustments to incorporate the entire RV free wall myocardial thickness. Individual RV segments were then visually analyzed to assure adequate myocardial tracking by the software and manually adjusted if necessary. Tracking was accepted if both visual inspection and software inspection (green color coding confirmation) confirmed it was adequate. If software approval was unobtainable, it was manually overridden only if visual inspection of myocardial tracking was considered adequate during slow motion playback. The frame rate that provided the most accurate tissue tracking based on visual and software inspection was chosen for STE-derived strain and strain rate (generally \(> 80\) frames/second). Strain and strain rate values were generated by the software for each of 3 myocardial segments (basilar, mid, and apical myocardium of the RV free wall) in addition to the global values from the entire RV (considered as a single segment and not a mean of the 3 segments). Only systolic global longitudinal strain and strain rate values of the RV free wall were utilized in this study and were determined as the maximal (most negative) systolic point on the respective global strain or strain rate curve prior to pulmonary valve closure (Fig. 2).

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed using commercial software. \(^g\) Normality testing for continuous data consisted of visual inspection of probability plots and the D’Agostino–Pearson test.

For each echocardiographic index of RV systolic function following each drug, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the post-drug echocardiogram to its respective same-day baseline.

For each RV function index, a linear mixed-effects regression model was used to compare percent change in RV function from the same-day baseline. The model included a random subject (dog) effect with fixed effects for treatment (pimobendan or atenolol), drug sequence, and time period. Other covariates included for adjustment in estimation of the treatment effects were heart rate (in bpm), body weight (in kg), gender (male or female), and age (in months). For all linear regression models, assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity, and normality of the residuals were evaluated by inspection of the standardized residual plots and probability plots.

---

\(^g\) GraphPad Prism, version 5.04, GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA.

\(^h\) SAS, version 9.2, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA.
Friedman’s test was performed as an additional method to compare percent change of each RV function index to the percent change in RV function from baseline following pimobendan and atenolol. If the test was statistically significant, post-hoc comparisons of the RV function indices consisted of multiple Wilcoxon signed rank tests while adjusting the \( p \)-value based on the Holm–Bonferroni (sequentially rejective) method for the number of comparisons.

In order to compare the RV function indices post-pimobendan and post-atenolol, a chi-squared test was performed on the proportion of dogs whose RV function index did or did not exceed the average repeatability coefficient of variation (i.e., the day-to-day variability) specific to each RV function index. A similar analysis was performed on the proportion of dogs whose RV function index was or was not outside the body weight-specific reference interval specific to each RV function index. If the chi-squared test was statistically significant, post-hoc comparison of RV function indices using multiple z-tests for comparing two significant, post-hoc comparison of RV function indices before and after pimobendan and atenolol are summarized in Table 1 and the percent change from respective baseline following each drug is displayed graphically in Figure 3. For each RV function index following each drug, a statistically significant difference (all \( p < 0.0001 \)) was found when each baseline study was compared to its same-day post-drug echocardiogram (Table 1).

A treatment effect, evidenced by a mean percent change in RV systolic function from baseline after pimobendan and atenolol was significantly different for each index (all \( p < 0.0001 \)). None of the other covariates (gender, body weight, age, heart rate, drug sequence, or time period) demonstrated a significant effect on the model for any of the RV function indices.

Comparing the RV function indices as a percent increase from baseline post-pimobendan (Fig. 4), both \( S' \) and strain rate showed the largest increase in RV function from baseline and were both significantly (all \( p < 0.0001 \)) greater than the other indices but not from each other. The FAC detected a significantly larger increase in RV function compared to strain and TAPSE (both \( p < 0.0001 \)). Following atenolol, \( S' \) and strain rate demonstrated the largest decline in RV function from baseline, both significantly larger than FAC, strain, and TAPSE (all \( p \leq 0.002 \)) but not significantly different from each other (Fig. 5). The FAC detected a significantly larger decrease in RV function compared to TAPSE (\( p < 0.0001 \)).

The RV function indices detected changes in RV function exceeding the average repeatability coefficient of variation (day-to-day variability) post-pimobendan or atenolol in at least 74% (59 of 80) of the dogs (Table 2). Chi-squared analysis comparing the proportion of dogs for each RV function index whose post-pimobendan value exceeded the repeatability coefficient of variation failed to reach statistical significance (\( p = 0.069 \)). Both FAC and \( S' \) had a significantly higher proportion of dogs whose RV function index post-atenolol exceeded the repeatability coefficient of variation compared to TAPSE (both \( p < 0.0007 \)).

The proportion of dogs whose RV function index post-pimobendan and post-atenolol was outside their respective body weight-specific reference interval is reported in Table 3. After pimobendan, FAC showed a significantly higher proportion of dogs above the reference interval compared to TAPSE and strain (both \( p < 0.0005 \)).
Following atenolol, FAC had a significantly higher proportion of dogs below the reference interval compared to TAPSE and $S'$ (both $p = 0.009$).

**Discussion**

The results presented confirmed the hypothesis that the studied echocardiographic indices can be acquired in conscious healthy dogs and can track changes in RV systolic function following the oral administration of pimobendan and atenolol at clinically relevant doses. Multivariate analysis indicated that the percent changes in RV systolic function post-drug were not significantly affected by heart rate, body weight, gender, age, drug sequence, or examination time, but did show significant changes after drug administration. All of the RV function indices were able to detect changes beyond the day-to-day variability in the majority of dogs; these indices may therefore detect clinically relevant changes in RV systolic function.

Studies designed to validate echocardiographic indices of cardiac function in veterinary medicine have traditionally compared the studied index to an invasive gold standard and provide valuable information. However, such studies commonly involve a small number of healthy dogs of similar body type or breed (e.g., purpose-bred research beagles or hounds) that are subject to the negative inotropic effects and risks of general anesthesia, thus limiting clinical extrapolation of the results. Application of such data to the general canine population is also limited by homogeneity in the study group because the clinical canine population varies widely by age, breed, and body weight. The current study design did not require general anesthesia and enrolled a relatively large, diverse sample consisting of dogs of various size, breed, and age. Therefore, we consider our approach clinically relevant and a noninvasive acceptable alternative as a proof of concept, despite the lack of an invasive gold standard.

Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI)-derived systolic myocardial velocity of the lateral tricuspid annulus ($S'$) represents a region-specific index of RV longitudinal systolic function. Advantages of pulsed wave TDI-derived $S'$ include that it is quick, easy-to-perform, and less geometry-dependent than other echocardiographic indices. It is limited by its angle-dependence, region specificity, and, together with TAPSE, it has been shown to be less accurate in the setting of severe tricuspid regurgitation in people. Color TDI-derived RV myocardial velocities have been shown to be...
repeatable and reproducible, and vary with the severity of pulmonary hypertension in the dog. Color TDI-derived RV systolic velocities may also be of value in the early prediction of dilated cardiomyopathy in the dog. With the exception of $S'$, few validation (proof-of-concept) studies on the echocardiographic assessment of RV systolic function have been performed in the dog. Hori et al. demonstrated that pulsed wave TDI-derived $S'$ strongly correlated ($r = 0.93$) with one

![Figure 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3** Mean ± SD percent (%) change in right ventricular (RV) systolic function from baseline post-pimobendan (black line) and post-atenolol (gray line) as quantified by tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), RV percent fractional area change (FAC), pulsed wave tissue Doppler-derived lateral tricuspid annular longitudinal peak systolic velocity ($S'$), RV free wall global longitudinal strain ("Strain") and RV free wall global longitudinal strain rate ("Strain rate"). Percent change in RV systolic function from baseline post-atenolol was significantly different compared to post-pimobendan for each RV systolic function index ($p < 0.0001$). Note both the degree of change (SD error bars) following pimobendan and atenolol for each RV systolic function index.
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**Figure 4** Median ± interquartile range for percent change (increase) in RV function as quantified by TAPSE, FAC, $S'$, Strain, and Strain Rate post-pimobendan. A Friedman’s test showed the RV function indices were statistically different ($p < 0.0001$). aPercent increase in RV function from baseline was significantly greater than FAC, strain, and TAPSE (all $p < 0.0001$). bPercent increase in RV function from baseline was significantly greater than strain and TAPSE (both $p < 0.0001$). See Figure 3 for key.
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**Figure 5** Median ± interquartile range for percent change (decrease) in RV function as quantified by TAPSE, FAC, $S'$, Strain, and Strain rate post-atenolol. A Friedman’s test showed the RV function indices were statistically different ($p < 0.0001$). aPercent decrease in RV function from baseline was significantly greater than FAC, strain, and TAPSE (all $p < 0.0001$). bPercent decrease in RV function from baseline was significantly greater than TAPSE ($p < 0.0001$). See Figure 3 for the key.
variable of RV contractility (+dP/dtmax) over a range of inotropic states in seven anesthetized healthy beagles. Interestingly, in that study, S₀ was not significantly decreased compared to baseline following the intravenous administration of the negative inotrope esmolol (low or high dose), which is in contrast to the current study where S₀ was significantly decreased from baseline following oral administration of atenolol. The inability of Hori et al. to measure a difference may be explained by a baseline depression of RV systolic function secondary to general anesthesia in their dogs prior to the administration of esmolol, in addition to a lack of statistical power given the small number of dogs. Pulsed wave TDI-derived S₀ has also been shown to correlate well with radionuclide ventriculography in people with a variety of right heart diseases, and with cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR)-derived RV EF in people with congenital heart disease and arrhythmogenic RV cardiomyopathy.

Similar to S₀, TAPSE is one of the simplest methods to assess RV longitudinal systolic function. Measurement of TAPSE involves determination of the apical displacement of the tricuspid valve annulus during systole from an M-mode recording. It is, however, another angle-dependent, region-specific index that may be adversely affected by translational motion. A recent study revealed that TAPSE is decreased in dogs with varying severities of pulmonary hypertension and below the reference interval in most dogs with severe pulmonary hypertension. TAPSE has been validated in healthy people and has been shown to correlate well with radionuclide- and CMR-derived RV EF in people with RV dysfunction.

Right ventricular FAC represents a 2D surrogate of RV EF from an apical imaging plane. Right ventricular FAC correlates best to CMR-derived RV EF as compared to other 2D echocardiographic indices of RV systolic function in people, performing better than TAPSE. Unlike the other RV function indices studied, FAC is not solely an index of RV longitudinal function; instead incorporating an additional plane to assess RV function. Despite its ease of measurement and less acquisition angle-dependence, it may be less favorable in patients with poor image quality because of the necessity for accurate RV endocardial border detection.

Speckle-tracking echocardiography-derived strain and strain rate are relatively new indices of myocardial function and are based on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RV function index</th>
<th>Post-pimobendan (above the RI)</th>
<th>Post-atenolol (below the RI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAPSE</td>
<td>8/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>27/80</td>
<td>31/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₀</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>11/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain rate</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RI, reference interval. See Table 1 for reminder of the key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RV function index</th>
<th>Post-pimobendan (above the RI)</th>
<th>Post-atenolol (below the RI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAPSE</td>
<td>8/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>27/80</td>
<td>31/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₀</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>11/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain rate</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RI, reference interval. See Table 1 for reminder of the key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RV function index</th>
<th>Post-pimobendan (above the RI)</th>
<th>Post-atenolol (below the RI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAPSE</td>
<td>8/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>27/80</td>
<td>31/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₀</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>15/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>11/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain rate</td>
<td>20/80</td>
<td>26/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RI, reference interval. See Table 1 for reminder of the key.
quantifying tissue deformation (strain) or tissue deformation over time (strain rate) globally or in a region-specific manner. Despite their post-processing and time-consuming nature, a large advantage of STE-derived indices is their acquisition angle-independence, which is well suited for the RV given its complex geometry. Right ventricular free wall STE-derived longitudinal strain and strain rate were recently demonstrated to correlate well with CMR-derived RV EF, mean pulmonary artery pressure, and pulmonary vascular resistance in people affected with pulmonary hypertension.37

The current study was designed to determine if 5 echocardiographic indices of RV systolic function could detect anticipated changes in systolic function induced by pimobendan and atenolol in healthy dogs. It was not necessarily designed to compare the 5 RV systolic function indices to each other, as none are a recognized gold standard. Several post-hoc comparisons attempting to determine differences in the RV function indices’ ability to track changes in systolic function were performed. The comparison of the indices involving the proportion of dogs whose RV function index surpassed day-to-day variability (repeatability coefficient of variation) post-drug may be the most relevant to clinical practice, as most diseases that affect the RV are likely to cause a decrease in function. Based on our results, FAC and S’ may be better suited than TAPSE to detect decreases in RV function beyond day-to-day variability, but studies designed to specifically test this hypothesis in diseased dogs would be required. It is important to consider that the RV function index with the greatest percent change may not be superior to the others at tracking systolic function. The RV function indices S’ and strain rate showed the largest magnitude of change with alteration of systolic function in this study, but the variability of these indices are greater than the other indices and may limit their utility. Ultimately, it is our hope that the current study and the post-hoc comparisons performed stimulate further studies assessing and comparing RV function indices in dogs affected with various cardiopulmonary diseases.

This study has several limitations. There was no gold standard of RV systolic function measured for comparison with the echocardiographic indices. However, as indicated previously, current gold standards for evaluation of cardiac function require general anesthesia thereby limiting their clinical use. Importantly, the requirement for general anesthesia is an inherent disadvantage when evaluating cardiac function. Anesthetics depress systolic function and transthoracic echocardiography, as routinely acquired in dogs, is not performed under general anesthesia. Although lacking a gold standard, the reduction in heart rate seen in the atenolol arm of the study can be viewed as a global measure of drug effect as would be expected from beta-blockade. Additionally, post-hoc analysis of concurrent echocardiographic studies taken of the left ventricle supported the expected global effect of pimobendan with an increase in systolic function indices post-drug. This study also enrolled healthy dogs and evaluated RV function under a medically-altered change in systolic function; it is unknown if the echocardiographic indices of RV function studied track changes in RV function related to naturally-occurring disease in the same way, although the same directional changes observed would be anticipated. The effect of pimobendan on pulmonary vascular resistance also must be considered as afterload reduction, in addition to increased inotropy, may account for some of the measured change. We cannot separate the unique effects of an inodilator on both contractility and afterload without invasive measurement. Consequently, some of the measured change seen with pimobendan may relate to alterations in pulmonary vascular resistance; however, the increased inotropic effect of pimobendan is well documented in the dog38 and this, coupled with the effect measured by atenolol, argues that these indices can be used as a surrogate to track changes in RV systolic function. Studies show that RV function is partially determined by left ventricular function36; as such, we cannot be certain how much of an effect pharmacologic alteration of left ventricular function had on these measures of RV function. An additional limitation of the current study is the lack of longitudinal follow-up for the dogs enrolled in this study. Without longitudinal follow-up, subclinical cardiac disease that could affect RV function may be missed, which could impact the response of RV function to the drugs administered. Also, these indices were evaluated over a wide range of body weight; the performance of these indices in dogs outside the body weights encountered in the current study (<3.9 kg and >42.3 kg) cannot be ascertained. Last, the drugs studied cause observable effects on heart rate and cardiac motion, which are visible during echocardiographic evaluation and may have impaired complete blinding.
Conclusions

This study showed that 5 echocardiographic indices of RV systolic function, each with their own inherent advantages and disadvantages, were consistently able to track changes in RV systolic function following induced positive and negative variation of systolic function in conscious healthy dogs. Further studies are warranted to determine the value of these indices of RV function in dogs with spontaneous cardiovascular or respiratory disease.
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